CASE STUDY

Enterprise cloud provider
leverages containers for huge
increase in server density
Flocker™ by ClusterHQ provides persistent
storage management for Docker containers.

SUMMARY
Our customer’s business
Switzerland’s leading telecom
provider, offering a range of
enterprise and consumer services.

Their challenges
Offer a reliable, easy-to-maintain,
database-as-a-service to customers
while achieving server density
necessary to operate efficiently.

The ClusterHQ™ difference
Flocker™ by ClusterHQ provides the
ability to programmatically manage
persistent data for Docker containers
stored in EMC® ScaleIO®.

The business outcome
Greatly increase density of
applications hosted per server;
improved operational management
of databases; improved innovation in
consumer and enterprise IT sectors.

With roots dating back to 1852, Swisscom is Switzerland’s leading ICT
provider. Swisscom’s revenue, $12.5 billion (CHF 11.7) in 2014, comes from
a range of services across Residential, SMB, and Enterprise segments.
As a major consumer of virtualization and leading-edge cloud technologies,
Swisscom was quick to realize the benefits of containers for a service
provider operating tens of thousands of virtual and physical servers. In
order to take advantage of the trends toward the use of clouds, Swisscom’s
Application Cloud team is leading an effort to make it easier than ever for
businesses and consumers to build, run and use applications. This project
includes the use of Docker containers for its mission critical data services.

“Swisscom has been watching Linux-based containers
since the beginning. We believe that lightweight
containers can provide significant benefits to major
service providers, including dramatically higher density
of applications per server. That means greater efficiency,
decreased costs, and higher flexibility.
We decided to use Docker containers for a major new
initiative, but as we investigated options, we quickly
realized that without a solution for persistent data
management in containers, we wouldn’t be able to
achieve the density benefits we were after. When we
saw Flocker from ClusterHQ, we knew we had found a
compelling and open-source solution.”
Marco Hochstrasser
Head of Swisscom Application Cloud

Building a database-as-a-service with Flocker
The Swisscom Application Cloud at https://developer.
swisscom.com is a Platform-as-a-service (PaaS) based
on Cloud Foundry.™. Cloud Foundry is the de facto
standard open-source PaaS, however, it does not have
support for container-based persistent storage builtin. As an early adopter of Cloud Foundry and a Cloud
Foundry Foundation board member, Swisscom is using
Docker containers, alongside Flocker by ClusterHQ, to
tackle this challenge head on.
Flocker provides an API for managing persistent
storage for Docker containers. Unlike a Docker data
volume which is tied to a single server, a Flocker data
volume, called a data set, is portable and can be used
with any container your cluster.
In order to add persistent storage to their database
applications running in Docker, Swisscom simply
used the Flocker API to deploy containers across a
cluster of hosts and attach an external data volume
from an underlying software defined storage solution.
These containers and their data could then be moved
between cloud sites as operations demands. For
example, if the virtual machine a container is running
on fails, Flocker can be used to relocate both the
database container and its data. Because Swisscom
uses block storage via Flocker’s support for the
OpenStack Cinder API, bringing back a failed database
container is as simple as a Flocker API call to create a
new database container and re-attach its existing
data volume.

Flocker + EMC® ScaleIO® = Scale out storage
for your Dockerized microservices
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Flocker moves the container
and remounts it to the correct
shared ScaleIO volumes.
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“Working with the team at ClusterHQ has been fantastic.
Flocker has made it possible to use containers to achieve
the server density we require as a service provider. Without
Flocker, I don’t think we could have built a service that is as
fast, reliable and efficient. We’re looking forward to seeing
what’s next for Flocker and expanding our database offering
even further.”
Lukas Lehmann
Stream Lead of Apps & Services Engineering for the Swisscom Application Cloud

In addition to Openstack and Cloud Foundry,
Swisscom leverages EMC ScaleIO as part of their
service. ScaleIO is a software defined storage solution
that turns commodity hardware into shared block
storage. Flocker makes it possible to choose any
Openstack Cinder-compatible block storage device,
such as EMC ScaleIO as the persistent storage
backend for a Dockerized application. EMC has
recently contributed a Flocker storage driver for both
ScaleIO and XtremIO™ to the Flocker project, enabling
EMC customers to use their preferred storage array,
even if they are not using Openstack.

clusterhq.com

About Swisscom
Swisscom is Switzerland’s leading telecoms provider, with its headquarters
in Ittigen, near the capital city, Berne.
With over 21,000 employees, Swisscom generated turnover of CHF 11.7 billion
in 2014. Swisscom offers mobile communications, fixed networks, Internet
and digital TV to corporate and residential customers. Swisscom also is one
of Switzerland’s largest providers of integrated ICT solutions for corporate
customers in Switzerland.
Its core competencies are in the provision of integrated communication
solutions, IT infrastructure and cloud services, workplace solutions and SAP
services as well as a comprehensive range of outsourcing services for the
financial sector.

